From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alan Fox [alanfox331@gmail.com]
Friday, May 5, 2017 2:39 PM
Lazar, Steve
Comments on NOP for Cannibus EIR
NOP170404comments.pdf

Hello Mr. Lazar
Here ae my comments in pdf format. Last night's draft was prepared very late. Please accept my apology for the
multiple emails.
Sincerely,
Alan Fox
549 Maya Ln
Fortuna, CA 95540
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May 4, 2017
Steven Lazar
Humboldt County Building and Planning Dept.
3015 H Street
Eureka, CA 95501
Dear Mr. Lazar,
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to this NOP for a draft Cannibus EIR regarding the
County's response to changes in cannibus industry. Please consider my comments that follow.
1. Protection of families is lacking. People, and families should be a top priority of an
environmental impact study such as this.
2. Protection of children is lacking. In particular....those in the formative years of 6 to mid
teens. These citizens are extremely important to our future viability, and quality of life.
3. I request a distance of at least two miles between city perimeter boundaries and cannibus
production facilities, cropland, greenhouses. Why? To effectively limit the availability and
visibility of these facilities from family residences, neighborhoods, schools, and park areas that
are part of childrens' daily life and experience. What a child sees and experiences on a daily
basis tends to gain in unquestioned acceptability as the norm.
4. In the unincorporated areas, please observe a minimum 1 mile distance between a home,
school, church, community park, and a cannibus grow or production facility. The exception to
this would be if the resident is a cannibus grower, residing in the County.
5. Cannibus facilities require heightened security. These include flood lights, security alarms
(motion sensed), guard dogs, etc that are incompatible with neighborhoods and children. This is
Humboldt County, not Los Angeles, where higher noise levels, security dogs, fences and light
pollution are commonplace.
6. Cannibus facilities attract criminal activity, and will introduce more crime in our
neighborhoods if placed adjacent to our homes, schools, and parks.
For example, bars, and adult bookstores/theaters are not located in neighborhoods, or next door
to schools, parks, or homes. Even larger spheres of influence are needed for cannibus facilities
because of the physical size of their operations.
Cannibus is unlike alcohol. The two substances should not be confused with respect to
establishing acceptability. Food crops and vineyards (winegrapes) are not associated with the
same cult-like culture that cannibus has had for the past half century. This sociological
characteristic of cannibus sets it apart from alcohol or food crops. Because of this, cannibus is
unique, as a crop, and should be treated as a special case, not just 'any crop'.

Thank you for considering my comments here, and I hope the committee finds them helpful as
they prepare the EIR.

Sincerely,
Alan Fox
549 Maya Lane
Fortuna, CA 95540

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

bonnie blackberry [bonnie@civilliberties.org]
Tuesday, May 9, 2017 5:48 PM
Lazar, Steve
EIR POC Scoping final input
EIR POC Scoping input.docx

Steve,
I sent an email with my input but now I see I had not finishing editing it.
I Would like this version to be my input and toss the previous one.
Thanks,
Bonnie
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To: Steve Lazar
From: Bonnie Blackberry
Civil Liberties Monitoring Project Rep
PO Box 544 Redway, CA 95560.
Date: May 9, 2017

RE: Input regarding Humboldt County Scoping Meeting for Cannabis Environmental Impact
Report

The current policies and provisions are converting our outlying rural neighborhoods into
industrial grow zones. Permitting and encouraging large grows and generator powered “mixedlight” operations is drastically impacting, our neighborhoods, the environment and our
community character.
The size and location of grow operations allowed, combined with the lack of meaningful
enforcement has created an atmosphere of a go for it free for all. Existing grows are expanding,
including people who are getting permits. And new grows are increasing as well.
There is a huge increase in well drilling, earth moving and digging machinery, glowing green
houses lighting up the night, along with the increased generator noise and pollution, noise from
fans and pumps and other equipment, loud music, vehicle noise with much more traffic with
large and small trucks and vehicles transporting people (workers), fuel, machinery, grow
supplies…
ACCESS AND PRIVATE ROAD SYSTEMS; Most, if not all of the private roads in outlying
subdivisions were not built for year round industrial type activity. The increased traffic,
associated with the large grows and multiple crops, creates greater risks of accidents and fire,
greater need and expense for maintenance, and more and more clouds of dust going
everywhere.
The bigger the operation, the more traffic, the more traffic means more wear and tear on the
roads, greater risk of accidents and an unbelievable amount of dust.
All property owners with shared easements/access are responsible for maintenance and safety
of the roadways. The current process, which needs to change, leaves it up to the neighbors and
easement owners to figure out a way to deal with the impacts and costs.

GENERATOR GROWS: The County agreed that indoor generator grows were not appropriate
and then allowed generator grows in greenhouses. Both require electrical power for lights, fans,
etc. Both are able to produce up to 4 crops and harvests per year. Mixed light is not outdoor
and should not be allowed in our outlying rural areas.
I just learned that “supplemental light” is considered outdoor. Supplemental light requires the
use of artificial light, where as actual outdoor only requires sunlight. Supplemental light may
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include use of generators. When does supplemental become mixed light and how is it possible
to have effective compliance and enforcement?
Putting limits on mixed or supplemental light such as covering at night, limiting noise and what
type and length of light use, may look good on paper, but relying on neighbors to do the
monitoring and expecting people to turn in their neighbors isn’t working very well, as most
people are not willing to take on the enforcement duty and become a snitch and/or risk possible
retribution.
NOISE POLLUTION:
Noise can travel long distances in these mountainous watersheds. The generator noise is most
detectable at night when things are generally quiet with no wind blowing through the trees or
birds chirping. Is the County prepared to make night calls to verify that the noise can be heard
by a nearby or a far away residence? Requiring that no noise is heard from 5 ft away from the
generator would be better than setting a decibel level that allows the sound to carry to other
residences. And WHAT ABOUT THE WILD LIFE?
LIGHT POLLUTION; Looking out at night and seeing numerous glowing green houses is a
bummer, for multiple reasons from the visual impacts to the effects on human, plants, and other
creatures. Current enforcement methods do not appear to be effective.
NOTIFICATION and INFORMATION; The lack of notification and consideration of neighbors
and landowners with shared roadways, and shared maintenance responsibility needs to be
addressed. What about the increased risk of accidents with the increase in all this traffic? The
County says OK, and then the landowners are expected to work out dealing with all of the
impacts.
The current permitting process has put the burden of identifying and reporting operations which
are out of compliance. If an operation is under 5,000 square feet, there is no requirement for
the County to notify the neighbors or mutual access easement owners, so that they would have
the information about the operation plan and what is actually being considered BEFORE
APPROVAL, with the opportunity for input, as well as what is later approved.

SCENIC VISTAS AND VISUAL QUALITY There is an increasing negative impact to the scenic
vistas and visual quality in the outlying rural areas with the day time glare from green houses
with water bladders covering the meadows, and ever increasing number of green houses
glowing in the night.
WATER BLADDERS: Also consideration must be given to water bladders, visual impacts as
well as the square footage covered by water bladders should be included in overall square
footage of the grow. Is the foot print, square footage of water bladders taken into consideration
when determining grow operation size? If not, they most definitely should.

SIZE/FOOTPRINT OF OPERATIONS IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS, including outlying
subdivisions where the primary use has been residential: The size of the grow operation has a
direct correlation with the increased traffic, environmental foot print and impact, noise, lights,
visual impacts and the general character of the area.
ENFORCEMENT: Standards and Regulations are only as good as meaningful monitoring and
enforcement which appears to be sadly lacking.
Respectfully submitted,
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Bonnie Blackberry
CLMP Rep
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

chantal campbell [chantal.bcc@gmail.com]
Wednesday, May 3, 2017 10:05 AM
Lazar, Steve
proposed amendments to cannabis ordinance

To whom it may concern,
I think that expanding areas where growing is allowed is a bad idea. Are you figuring out that most of the
applicants are growing in areas that aren't conducive to agricultural production? Then they should not be
growing there. The only reason these guys are out in the hills is to hide, weed legal? Move into agricultural
areas. All the agricultural areas are already in operational farming, move to a different county simple as that.
We are not giving up our natural resources so the county can make a buck. I feel like you are re-opening and
expanding the areas allowed to grow because the county isn't making any money on the permits because these
people shouldn't be farming on the parcels they are applying for. This shouldn't be about money. It should be
about practicing sustainable agriculture and saving our natural resources including our rivers.
How about you up the tax on square footage, the current rates are a joke
-Chantal Campbell
120 Jaymar Lane
Carlotta, CA 95528
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

dan rathbun [thbun@mac.com]
Monday, May 8, 2017 11:53 PM
Lazar, Steve
cannabis in the mattole valley

Hi Steve.
My family moved to the Mattole valley in the 70’s as part of the “back to the land movement”
There was a lot of pot growing, but it was done largely in a spirit of idealism, environmentalism and
utopianism.
Recently it has taken a turn toward pure capitalism. In this new “boom” economy nothing matters but money.
In my opinion the roll of the government should be to protect the rights of the residents just as they would be
protected from chemical pollution by a big factory moving in.
water pollution and over use, light pollution and air/noise pollution by generators, reckless land clearing and
road building leading to erosion. Huge amounts of plastic waste. Vastly increased traffic on our roads by people
who appear not to value the lives of our children judging by their excessive speed.
For years our community functioned happily with next to no law enforcement but now i think we really need
some. And the difference is that we now have people in our community who do not give a shit about our
community. It is time for the law to step in and protect our society.
the list above are all items that need regulation and/or enforcement.
i also understand that the current tax system encourages growing in greenhouses rather than in open air. I think
it goes without saying that the tax structure should encourage the most environmentally sound growing
practices, not the other way round. but if you tax by the square foot you herd growers toward dense pack
operations. we should be encouraging gardens in natural soil and natural light spaced according to the carrying
capacity of the land.
Because i am not in the growing business i may be somewhat ignorant of the facts. my apologies if i have gotten some wrong.
thanks
little danny rathbun
thbun@mac.com
707 629 3283
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Boechler [dboechler33@aol.com]
Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:11 AM
Lazar, Steve
Comment on EIR/NOP

Dear Mr. Lazar,
I am a resident of Fortuna and live in the Home Ave/Nob Hill Rd/Garland Ave neighborhood. I am
writing because I am very concerned about the NOP Review/Environmental impact report and the
potential for negative impacts on the integrity, safety and quality of life in our neighborhood.
I believe most of my concerns have already been addressed by my neighbor, Tim Meade, in his letter
to you, sent on 4/16/17. Mr. Meade has done an excellent job in summarizing the concerns of our
neighborhood and his suggestions for mitigation of impact are well researched and should set the
benchmark for these unique parcels that exist within the county sphere of influence.
I would like to state plainly to you that I believe that commercial marijuana grows do not belong in
residential areas, and most certainly not adjacent to residential single family zoning.
Thank you for reading this email and for all of your efforts in this matter.
Dawn Boechler
535 Garland Ave
707-725-1686

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

vintage50s@suddenlink.net
Monday, May 8, 2017 3:33 PM
Lazar, Steve
cannabis regulations

Hi Steve ‐‐
You may remember me from the Historical Society, but I am writing to you as a homeowner. My
house (366 Garland Ave) and my neighbors on 3 sides are all within the city limits of
Fortuna, but the property to the west of us is county land. The owner of this property ‐‐
3rd generation on the land ‐‐ recently had a stroke and his children have the property on
the market. It is the fear of this tight‐knit neighborhood that someone will buy the land ‐‐
especially the 3.5 acre hay field, in many ways the heart and soul of the neighborhood ‐‐ and
put a grow operation on it.
I know that you are reviewing the County code re: cannabis grow regulations. My neighbors
are talking about 300‐foot setbacks and odor‐control along with collector road problems (Home
Avenue). However, I would like to see a broader consideration given to the negative impact
that grow operations have in neighborhoods like mine.
A grow operation in this neighborhood would destroy the neighborhood, reduce property values
and bring increased traffic and other problems that we currently don't have. And, I know our
neighborhood is not unique. I know people in Hydesville and other parts of Fortuna that have
the same concerns; people with kids in 4‐H or who enjoy the rural lifestyle that is the charm
of Humboldt County.
In the petition that circulated through the neighborhood they were careful to point out that
growers have rights. But what about the quality of life for us non‐growers?
Thanks, Steve, for working on this.
Sincerely,
Deb Meador
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jim cotton [jimcotton47@gmail.com]
Monday, May 8, 2017 5:21 PM
Lazar, Steve
EIR comments on cannabis

Dear Sir,
My concern with the new cannabis regulations is that the issue of smell is not properly addressed along with the
strain on groundwater supply.
I have been a property owner in Humboldt for almost 30 years and recently have had to sell our tree farm
because my wife and I could not stand the cannabis smell coming from our neighbors parcel. The cannabis
grow consisted of four large greenhouses and during the period when the plants were maturing the smell was
disabling for my wife who has chronic allergies. We were force to sell our parcel as the smell was unrelenting
and pervasive at a distance of 200 yards.
We relocated just outside of Arcata, two parcel from Sun Valley Floral Farms who have recently applied for a
commercial cannabis permit of four contiguous parcels totaling 160 acres. These parcels are 245 feet from our
property line and I fear a grow of this size will undoubtedly have strong smells associated. We grow most of
our food using our well as a water source and I fear the impact on ground water this scale of cannabis growing
will have, the groundwater level currently drops around 8 feet during the irrigation season.
There are numerous counties in Washington, Colorado and Oregon where the smell is one of the leading
complaints. Please address these issues as we really don't want to have to move for the second time because of
smell.
Sincerely
James Cotton
1971 27th St.
Arcata
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Bennett [jbennett475@suddenlink.net]
Wednesday, April 19, 2017 3:01 PM
Lazar, Steve
Cannabis

To Steve Lazar and everyone who can improve cannabis growing regulations: Cannabis growers
have rights but so do citizens who rent or own homes in Humboldt County. We have lived in our
house on Nob Hill Road in Fortuna for almost 45 years. It is a safe and peaceful place with friends
and neighbors we have known for decades. Like us, many people on this hill border sections of
land that are in the county but not the city. If a cannabis grow is suddenly 40 feet from our
property line the smell will ruin the quality of life in our homes and yards. Grows should be at
least 300 feet from a neighbor’s house and at least 200 feet from property lines. That would at
least lessen the skunk smell and air quality. No visible lights and no audible sounds (not just
from generators but from any noise connected to the grow) are also essential. Excessive use
and contamination of water are also concerns. In many places on our hill, water flows downhill
from one person’s property across another’s. If the water is contaminated, this should not be
allowed. Increased traffic would also be an issue in our area which is accessible only by Home
Avenue, a collector road. There are many instances where grows have brought in people who
ruin the security of an area. That is a concern in a neighborhood with many families nearby, such
as here. There are many places in Humboldt County where cannabis can more easily be grown at
least 300 feet from neighbors’ homes and at least 200 feet from property lines. Cannabis growers
have rights but so do their neighbors. These setbacks are essential. We are counting on you not to
just think of the cannabis business but also the rights of the neighbors impacted by your
decisions. Sincerely, Joan and Randy Bennett, 475 Nob Hill Road, Fortuna, Ca.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Williams [jgwill@frontiernet.net]
Thursday, April 20, 2017 4:06 PM
Lazar, Steve
comments on NOP
Notice of Preparation comments.docx

Dear Mr. Lazar,
Please find comments on the NOP regarding amendments to Humboldt County Code regulating
commercial Cannabis activities.
Sincerely,
John Williams

‐‐
John G Williams
29665 Mattole Rd
(mail to PO Box 214)
Petrolia, CA 95558‐0214
707 629 3265
jgwill@frontiernet.net
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John G. Williams, Ph.D.

4/20/2017
Steven Lazar
Humboldt County Planning & Building Department
3015 H Street
Eureka, CA 95501

Dear Mr. Lazar:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Notice of Preparation (NOP) for a draft
EIR on amendments to the Humboldt County Code regulating commercial cannabis activities.
My comments are based on my experiences in the Petrolia area, where I now live, and on my
past experience as an environmental hydrologist. I hope they will assist the county in developing
an adequate EIR.
Whoever prepares the EIR needs to understand that life in rural communities depends
heavily on mutual aid. Rural people tend to be self-reliant, but nevertheless depend also on their
neighbors, as well as on local and state governments. The tradition among ranching families of
helping each other gather cattle is perhaps the prime example of rural mutual aid, but mutual aid
operates in other ways, as well. Some are formalized as non-profit corporations or local districts,
such as the Mattole Valley Community Center (MVCC) and the Petrolia Volunteer Fire
Department (PVFD), while others are informal but nevertheless vital for comfortable rural life.
For example, when trees fall down and block county roads, people living nearby simply take
their chain saws, and perhaps a tractor, and open the road. Or, one neighbor feeds the other’s
animals when that neighbor is away. Rural life thus depends on a complex web of relationships,
and the EIR needs to consider the stresses that rapid population changes resulting from the
proposed project will impose upon it.
One major threat from consequences of the proposed project to the web of relationships just
described is the influx (already underway) of people who do not intend to live here for long, but
instead have a “get rich quick and get out” mentality. They have little incentive to help others,
and the presence of too many non-cooperators subverts mutual aid. As one aspect of this, the
EIR must take account of the impacts resulting from the seasonal labor force associated with
marijuana cultivation, but the NOP fails to mention these. Based on our experience here in
Petrolia, these impacts are significant. For example:
Our first responders for medical calls are volunteer firefighters. Responding to calls
from seasonal workers has seriously stressed this group, and a significant increase in the
short-term and seasonal worker populations may stress it to the breaking point. This is
not the fault of marijuana growing per se; some of our first responders make their living
P.O. Box 214
Petrolia, CA 95558
707 629 3265 jgwill@frontiernet.net

John G. Williams, Ph.D.

that way, but the explosive growth of the industry and the associated get rich quick
mentality of many newcomers make the problem serious.
Like anybody else, seasonal workers need to eat and excrete, but sanitary facilities for
excretion are scarce, raising issues of public health and aesthetics (marijuana is not the
only thing that stinks). This problem is already serious enough that the Mattole Valley
Community Center rents porta-potties for public use during the season. Volunteers
clean and otherwise maintain these, but as with the first responders, these volunteers
may burn out if their task becomes too burdensome.
Seasonal workers also need places to stay, but little housing is available. Some growers
provide housing for their workers, but many do not. This stresses local public
campgrounds, and promotes trespass camping.
On another matter, rural roads in California have suffered since Proposition 13 was adopted
in 1978, shortly after I started coming to this area. On account of the geology and the weather,
rural roads here are hard enough to maintain without an industry that relies “upon the import of
the soil to the cultivation site,” with much of the truck traffic during the wet season when roads
are especially vulnerable. Unfortunately, reading the NOP, I get the sense that the county does
not appreciate the enormity of the problem. Sentences such as “Incremental increases in demand
for law enforcement along with other services, such as road maintenance, may also occur” do not
inspire confidence on the point.
Humboldt County has a history of booms and busts, and the EIR must take account of the
likelihood that the marijuana boom will bust, as production moves to areas with lower labor
costs. This will leave legacy dirt roads that will no longer be maintained, the remains of
greenhouses scattered over the landscape, etc. This could be mitigated by requiring permittees to
post an appropriate bond for deconstruction.
Finally, an unusual but fundamental question for the EIR is whether the county is capable of
regulating the marijuana industry in any reasonable way. It is no secret that the county planning
process is overwhelmed by it. Is there any reason to think that the county’s enforcement
processes will do any better? For example, light pollution is a major concern for long-term
residents here. How, as a practical matter, would the county inforce restrictions on light
escaping from greenhouses. Again, the get-rich-quick attitude matters. The EIR cannot depend
on regulations or mitigation measures that, as a practical matter, the county cannot inforce.
Sincerely,
John Williams, Ph.D.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Puckett [kimleepuckett@gmail.com]
Monday, May 8, 2017 4:59 PM
Lazar, Steve
Cannabis EIR

I am writing this to express my concerns about cannabis permits being allowed in agricultural areas that border
residential areas. We bought our home 13 years ago long before legalized pot could be considered an
agricultural product and have poured our life savings into it only to find that 160 acres that basically border our
home have possibly been issued permits for growing marijuana. This raises huge concerns for us about smells,
sounds, lights, environmental degradation, pesticide use, and possible increases in crime due to large amounts
of pot being grown near our home.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lauracooskey@frontiernet.net
Tuesday, May 9, 2017 4:44 PM
Lazar, Steve
Comments on Draft EIR re: Cannabis Cultivation

Dear Mr. Steven Lazar,
I am writing with input regarding the proposed “Amendments to Humboldt County Code Regulating
Commercial Cannabis Activities.”
As a private citizen owning and residing on land zoned Agricultural along the Mattole River between
Honeydew and Petrolia, I have strong feelings about the proliferation of industrial-style, large-scale
cannabis growing operations in rural Southern Humboldt. Whatever worries about impacts on wildlife
and ecosystems might be addressed in an Environmental Impact Report also includes questions
about effects on the social animal—us humans; therefore I will characterize my comments as
concerns about both environmental and social issues.
Please let me first briefly list my grievances; I am sure you have heard these concerns before, so I
will not delve too deeply into why they are important:
* Water use and overuse, taxing the rivers, creeks, fish populations, wildlife in general, and also
stressing neighborhood residents’ domestic water supplies
* The noise from greenhouse generators and fans, which are annoying, disruptive, and constant
(around the calendar and the clock)
* Light pollution and disruption of diurnal rhythms. Not only a problem for wildlife and for my personal
enjoyment of dark, quiet country nights, but a blight on the illusion of wilderness and pristine beauty
that has drawn many tourists and comfortable retirees here (read: an important and enduring part of
Humboldt County’s economy)
* Pollution from runoff of heavy fertilizers, from diesel-powered generators, and from excessive
vehicles involved in the industry; trash piles from the all-too-common tons of plastic which are rarely
recycled
* Increase in human population as Green Rushers hurry to take advantage of this grey area in legality
and enforcement, and between state legality and national unlawfulness. The additional people bring
with them more motor vehicles, which make the roads in rural Humboldt County more dangerous, and
also cause unforeseen damage to both County- and privately-maintained roads, a result particularly
of huge trailer trucks loaded with bagged soil and other pot-growing supplies. This new population of
growers brings with it many other threats to quiet, peaceful enjoyment of the country life, particularly
irresponsible dog ownership and a plethora of feral pit bulls throughout Southern Humboldt
* Because of the aforementioned grey areas in legality and enforcement, weed is still worth a lot of
money—if not so much here, definitely if smuggled into states where it is still illegal. Therefore, large
growing operations are magnets for crime; crime makes for paranoia, and the proliferation of guns,
unskilled security forces, mean dogs, etc., hired to protect the crops is almost as frightening as the
chance that strangers will randomly break into any resident’s home or outbuildings, believing we are
all rich players in the cannabis game.
As language in the Notice of Preparation for the EIR mentions this land use as “agricultural,” and as I
have no problem with agriculture on lands zoned as such, I want to point out that the problem with the
type of growing going on here is hardly what can be described as “agriculture.” Perhaps we need a
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new definition of “agricultural” and of “industrial,” because each designation suggests a certain kind of
enterprise with its own set of circumstances needing regulation.
If we were to amend the definitions of these terms so that any endeavor requiring machinery (fans
and generators), causing light and noise disruption, and done inside a plastic greenhouse with
controlled lighting and trucked-in soil became known as “industrial use,” and was assigned to (usually
urban) areas zoned for factories, warehouses, and other heavy-duty, noisy, dangerous industries, I
would have little problem with large-scale greenhouse cannabis growing. I think the point of zoning is
to place like with like; big trucks full of manufactured growing mediums, carting plastic bags in to huge
indoor expanses of automated growing scenes, dependent upon fossil-fuel-powered generators and
air-replacement systems, and using quantities of water that should be metered and charged for... this
is something to be placed in an industrial zone, NOT in the rural, backwoods areas of Humboldt
County, a place where many people choose to live for its natural peace and quiet.
Should anyone want to grow cannabis like any other agricultural product in the hills of Humboldt, that
would be much more appropriate. Green plants growing in the natural earth, fed by natural sunshine,
and maturing by cues from natural length of day, would indeed look and sound like “agriculture” to
me—quiet, green, and in a locally-sustained cycle of fertilization, growth, and composting. Even large
grows expanding over hillsides, replacing native vegetation, would not bother me the way this nonagricultural manufacture does. Part of country living is farming!
There would still be concerns about crime, water use, increased human populations, etc., but given
the fact that the reduced yields from natural farming would prevent the rudely ambitious from even
trying—they would go to the industrial production zones for concentrated harvests—I do not think
those effects would be anywhere near as destructive as what is already going on here in the hills
now, and what is being contemplated as an even more expanded “diversity of areas” for such
intensive manufacture.
Meantime, I look back with nostalgia to the days when families grew literally a handful of plants in little
clearings in the forest. People claim they couldn’t get by on the tiny economic benefit that would bring
them today... and I wish them luck in the urban factories of high and constant production, where the
zoning of “Industrial” fits their activities.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Laura Cooskey Walker
lauracooskey@frontiernet.net
707-601-7300
544 Green Fir Rd., Petrolia, CA, 95558
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsay Merryman [lindsay.merryman@gmail.com]
Tuesday, May 9, 2017 12:04 PM
Lazar, Steve
Marijuana regulations

Lindsay Merryman
P.O. Box 13
Petrolia, California 95558
Dear Mr. Lazar,
Thanks for allowing an additional day for comments. I will cut right to the chase.
I retired here with husband to enjoy the nature and solitude of this area. I have taught as
a sub and part time teacher. The proposed regulations seem to have allowed limitless
privileges to large scale grows‐‐‐with little consideration for the effect on quality of life
in a region that tourists still consider an area of great natural beauty. To enumerate a few
problems:
Huge one and two trailer trucks are now with much increased frequency plying the potholed
Wildcat and all the roads of the Mattole Valley, further tearing them up. As soon as HumCo
fixes a pothole, these large speeding vehicles tear it up again. Plus, it is only so long
before someone gets hit by them.
Unsightly fences have proliferated, making our community look like a back alley just as the
crop concealed becomes legal to grow. The amount grown poisons the air, literally to the
point where mostly, it smells of skunk in That Season.
Nothing you can do about the type of people who have come to make money off this new legal
crop‐‐but in their greed they have erected white grow‐houses visible for miles. Grown in
grow‐bags, the plants once harvested are removed and the bags, skids and associated chemicals
are often left behind. Who polices these distant grows to ensure that their fertilizer bags
and rodent killer doesn't end up in the river and its tribs? I am secretary of the Mattole
Salmon Group and our salmon monitors have found dead otters obviously poisoned by
rodenticide. These chemicals also seep into the river although they are extremely difficult
to ID and are not helping our native and endangered coho, chinook and steelhead, despite the
fact this is a no take river.
Anything you can do to protect the watershed and its creatures, slow the traffic, constrain
the number of new acres under cultivation, provide banking services for the profits, cut down
the light and generator noise pollution, reduce unseemly fences, and help us deal with this
lopsided new economy is appreciated. Even our Mattole Valley Community Center has had to
invest in PORTA POTTIES and pay for their cleaning as those whose workers use them don't.
This cloud has a lining of toxins.
Thank you for listening.
Best, Lindsay Merryman

Please excuse any grammatical or spelling errors as my spell checker doesn't always cooperate
with what I am trying to say.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Marion Collamer [marion@truehumboldt.com]
Thursday, May 4, 2017 1:57 PM
Lazar, Steve
Marion Collamer
Comments on NOP amendments to Humboldt County Code regulating Commercial Cannabis
Activity

Dear Mr. Lazar,
I am a rural farmer from Panther Gap , on the Mattole Road near Honeydew. We have made our home and
farm here for 17 years and love living on our land. I dream of continuing to live and farm there and passing the
ranch on to our children, though I don’t know if it’s possible. When my husband and I first came to this
amazing area this is the only land we could afford, but considered ourselves blessed beyond measure although
it is on a private road without access to municipal water or power and on a grade. Many times we tried to afford
land in the Valley and although we had many connections, this fertile Prime Ag land was only for the wealthy
or those who inherited it.
Currently there is an over production in cannabis which has made the price plummet in recent years. In order to
entice workers to live all the way out on our farm we have had to continue to pay a living wage. Opening the
application process to more cultivations would put small rural farmer like us at a severe disadvantage. We have
always tried to run our buisiness in symbiosis with the beautiful environment that it is in. We put in a well
years ago to serve our ag needs without disturbing the wildlife. We implemented a costly solar system that
provides most but not all of our electrical needs. Our 3 acre conversion is a tiny portion of the 100 acres on 2
parcels. We are good stewards of the land.
The NOP that would allow for new cultivation and limit expansion on parcels like ours that are off grid,
on a private road would severely affect us. We considered RRRing our home but the thought of farming
somewhere other than our homestead breaks my heart and we couldn’t afford it anyway.It would break up our
family to have to work in another location. We have invested so much money and time into the deadlines set
forth by the county, and are striving in every way to meet the requirements. We have had to pay many different
lawyers, foresters and consultants in an effort to maintain our farm and livelihood . It has actually been a
interesting and worthwhile process and we are learning even more about our farm. But I cannot afford to
maintain these changes if taxes and overproduction burden our farm to the point that it is no longer viable. We
will have to sell and be sharecroppers on someone else’s fertile river valley land. Please keep in mind that TPZ
or U zoned land can still be a working cannabis farm that preserves the environment while providing a living
for a middle income family. Our land is on a moderate grade but was logged extensively before we purchased
it. We have been much more gentle and loving to our land than the extraction industries that occupied it
previously. I beg you to reconsider opening up more cannabis grows, particularly when rural middle income
property holders such as myself are at such a disadvantage. We took the county’s previous deadlines seriously
and are attempting to be thorough and forthright.
Limiting generator use would be another new proposal that would impact us negatively to the point of
being inoperable. While we maintain an costly solar system it falls short of the voltage that is required in an ag
setting and we are forced to run small generators occasionally. We service them responsibly and are respectful
of the neighborhood and wildlife even though BLM is on one side and the other closest farm is more than 6
miles away. Please don’t punish us for using what limited resources we had to create a home and life for
ourselves in southern Humboldt. We support the schools and local community and try to integrate the way we
live with how we farm. There was a tradition in southern Humboldt of self reliance, living with was well as on
the land, and relishing the wild beauty that locals are blessed to call home. I saw it in the loggers, the ranchers
and yes even in the growers. If more cannabis grows are allowed to open and the historic farms are severely
limited from expanding, farmers like myself will be without a home or a living, my dream shattered by our
inability to compete with the fortunate few who can afford valley land with access to electricity. This will be
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only after I have exhausted my savings trying to save my farm. In this mountainous county there are more
famers in my situation than the those on Prime Ag. Think of the small rural communities that would suffer
when the cannabis money usually flowing in these areas is redirected to town, where there are more services but
it is less needed. Thank you for your time, I hope the county and the farmers can come up with a compromise
that is good for everyone.
Marion Collamer
marion@truehumboldt.com
Founding Farmer
True Humboldt and Humboldt Sun Grower’s Guild
truehumboldt.com
Like us on Facebook!
Check out our instagram!
"STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY
The information contained in this electronic message and any attachments may contain confidential or privileged information intended
for the exclusive use of the addressee(s). Do not re-post this document anywhere. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments. In accordance with Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C.§§ 2510-2521.”
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marisa D'arpino [marisa_nativecalifornian@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, May 9, 2017 4:57 PM
Lazar, Steve
Public Comment
ResponseToCannibusEIR_20170508.pdf

See attached
Regards,
Marisa
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Marisa St John
22522 State Hwy 299
Blue Lake, CA 95525
May 9, 2017

Mr. Steven Lazar

Humboldt County Planning & Building Department
3015 H Street
Eureka, CA 95501
slazar@co.humboldt.ca.us

RE: Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for Amendments to Humboldt
County Code Regulating Commercial Cannabis Activities
Dear Mr. Lazar.

Here are my suggestions and comments regarding the preparation of a draft Commercial Cannabis EIR
1. “Vineyard model” is not enough – vineyards neither stink, nor have crops that are intoxicants while on
the vine, nor generally negatively impact nearby vineyards. Marijuana production should not be allowed
near any vineyards or other agricultural production where the smell from marijuana cultivation and
production could waft over other parcels and potentially taint the non‐marijuana products (commercial
and non‐commercial).
2. Notices of Nuisance should be abated prior to the approval of any commercial marijuana cultivation or
production. The County has a long‐term reputation of not abating problems (after formal complaints and
personal observations). There is a high probability that this has caused the extraordinary increase of
illegal marijuana growth and production, grading, building, etc. over the last 15 years. Not matter how
many policies, procedures, standards, and that the County currently has in place or plans to implement,
they do not mitigate any issues if the County fails to follow them and abate problems. The 2016 Loma
Fire in Santa Clara, California is an example of where a county didn’t abate a problem and thousands of
acres of forest and multiple houses were destroyed.
3. Commercial Marijuana growth and production should not be extended to non‐prime agriculture land use
/ zoning, high fire, or anywhere that takes Federal, State, and County services more than 15 minutes to
respond to. Humboldt County has many prairies and oak woodlands that are already endangered and
have been / will be destroyed. The Draft GPU EIR says that land use changes will increase prime
agricultural acreage. There are some problems that can no longer be seen (like water take from Redwood
Creek or dumping into Redwood Creek) due to the time that it takes to get there.
4. Grows should require light‐blocking covers for lighted greenhouses to prevent light pollution and its
negative effects on wildlife and other peoples’ ability to enjoy their properties.
5. According the to the GPU Draft EIR “traffic on unpaved roads is estimated to contribute as much as 60%
of Humboldt County’s PM10, the only criteria air pollutant for which the County exceeds established
standards. (See Section 3.12 Air Quality)” Areas, such as Titlow Hill where most properties are under
cultivation / production, would be severely impacted by the increased traffic (even more so since the
Land Use is changing and already illegally subdivided parcels could be subdivided again).

6. Dogs that are not in their owners’ control chase cars and bicycles, trespass, harass/maim/kill livestock
and wildlife. Dogs and cats are also not licensed, spayed/neutered and frequently abandoned when the
cultivation season ends. It is not always possible to identify who the owners are, so it is also not possible
to have the problems abated.
The County should make sure that non‐marijuana cultivators’ / producers’ properties rights are upheld and do
not put the burden (time and money) on them to seek compliance (especially those that live here year‐round).
Sincerely,
Marisa St John

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Roberts [rob786nj@icloud.com]
Wednesday, April 26, 2017 2:57 PM
Lazar, Steve
Cannabis EIR and Code Amendments

Dear Mr Lazar,
I am a lifetime resident of Humboldt County. I am very concerned about the direction that the
cannabis industry may be taking and the threat to the beauty and safety of our rural area.
First, let me say that I completely support the legalization of cannabis. It is time that
this important product be made available to all who want or need it. I realize that there is
a long way to go in the legalization process and how it is integrated into our communities.
I have specific concern for the cultivation of this crop within the county. It should not be
allowed in areas where rural families are located or at least not in close proximity to
existing homes. Adequate water should be available with protection of creeks and streams.
Provision needs to be made for waste disposal. Near by residents should not be exposed to
odors from grows, noise from generators and visual pollution of large poly tarp structures.
I hope that these issues will be addressed as the planning commission proceeds with the
processing of permits, and writing of new regulations so that we can be in harmony with
growers and Humboldt county residents can be protected.
Thank you,
Nancy Roberts
Ferndale
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nathan Queener [nathan.queener@gmail.com]
Tuesday, May 9, 2017 1:31 AM
Lazar, Steve
Comments on NOP of Draft EIR for commercial cannabis

Dear Mr. Lazar:
In reading the Notice of Preparation for the EIR re: cannabis cultivation, I am struck by two ways in which a
document prepared according to the NOP may drastically underestimate the actual environmental and sociocultural impacts of the County's cannabis cultivation ordinances.
The first is the establishment of the "baseline" in the NOP as the end of 2016. As a resident of a rural area of the
county for the last decade I concur with the account of "anecdotal information" describing a pattern of "nearexponential growth" in the cannabis industry during that time. That growth has seemed particularly rapid in the
last two years, judging by the number of new people in town, the incredibly inflated land prices, the fences and
greenhouses popping up on every vacant parcel, the now steady procession of big trucks full of soil and
irrigation supplies, ... This incredible growth in new cultivation seems to have been driven in large part by three
phenomena, all directly related to the county's laudable steps towards establishing a legal pathway for
cultivation:
1 - Farmers who intend to comply with county regulations wanting to ensure they establish the maximum
amount of cultivated area prior to enrolling in county compliance.
2 - those who don't intend to comply with county regs and are sure that this is "the last good year," and
consequently they need to maximize profit this one, last time.
3 - Venture capitalists who may or may not be pursuing a legal pathway, many if not most from outside the
county, with access to large sums of capital to pump into land and infrastructure, who see a prime investment
opportunity in the current confused market and regulatory scheme
The county's recent actions have already inadvertently contributed, in part, to the huge increase in the amount of
cultivation in the last two years. There seems to be widespread consensus that this level of cultivation is already
having significant adverse impacts, so why consider the current situation the "baseline"?
The second major issue - most EIRs pre-suppose that government regulation can and will have an effective
impact on the activities whose impacts are being analyzed. To date, I'd argue that the impact of county
regulation on cannabis cultivation has been extremely limited and ineffectual. Analyzing the environmental
impact of different county regulatory approaches if the county has no way to actually enforce those regulations
is probably just a waste of time. I'd suggest that the EIR should explicitly consider the county's likely capacity
to enforce regulations in analyzing environmental outcomes - if the status quo continues and enforcement is
drastically over-whelmed by the scale of cultivation, it will not matter how permissive or restrictive the county's
ordinance is.
In light of the limited enforcement resources available, it seems advisable to make sure that a final ordinance
will greatly streamline paperwork for operations with limited capacity to cause environmental harm beyond that
likely to occur from any home- garden scale operation growing something other than cannabis, and allow for a
focus on those operations with the greatest capacity for truly significant impacts.
Thank you for your time and your efforts.
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Nathan Queener
PO Box 52
Petrolia CA 95558
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

richard scheinman [drfun9@gmail.com]
Sunday, April 9, 2017 8:11 PM
Lazar, Steve
eir cannabis

Richard Scheinman MD
PO Box 49
Petrolia, CA 95558

Phone: 707 629 3365
Fax: 707 440 2717

Steve Lazar
Humboldt County Planning & Building Department
3015 H Street
Eureka, CA 95501

Re: NOP commenting on changes in cannabis cultivation project

Dear Mr. Lazar,

Here are my thoughts for the EIR on proposed cannabis regulations: The environment is
being harmed by the explosion of cannabis cultivation sites. Specifically,

1

1. the use of light-dep and greenhouses has changed the NIGHTTIME environment around
here so that it is no longer dark. This is a big loss to those of us ho came here for the beauty of
the natural environment. A big loss.
2. 2.The use of generators and fans has destroyed the QUIET I and we so greatly appreciated.
Another big loss.
3. The impact on WATER is great. There’s a grow adjacent to me with thousands, actually,
probably tens of thousands of plants and where are they getting their water? ( I don’t know if it
is legal) but that many plants need a whole lot of water in an area which doesn’t have a lot
Maybe they’ve drilled wells.
4. Five years ago a two acre site about a hundred feet from my property line was tilled up and
planted and the SMELL was toxic and and bad for my children. This was on a three hundred
acre or more parcel. Why didn’t they set it up away from me?
5. The importing of soils and material in big trucks has drastically increased the traffic and
noise on the roads, as well as adversely impacted the road surfaces. There’s a zillion more
potholes than ever before and e have lived here for 43 year.
Here’s what I suggest:

Outlaw light dep which uses fans generators, and night light.

Make sure there is adequate regulation of water use so the land and neighbors are not impacted.

Make setbacks adequate to protect privacy and quality of life of neighbors.

Now that it is legal, industrial marijuana should be grown in industrial places if it is going to be
using generators and fans and importing soil and nightlights. This is not agriculture, it is
industrial. Outdoor grows in the hills should have adequate water supply.

Yours truly,
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Dick Scheinman
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Wiele [wielerobert9@gmail.com]
Tuesday, May 9, 2017 1:10 PM
Lazar, Steve
Marijuana regulation

Mr Lazar.
I live in Petrolia and am writing to comment on the effects of the marijuana boom on our town.
There is a strong consensus that it is undermining the quality of life for most of us here, and that there needs
to be more restrictive regulations. This is especially true of those unfortunate enough to have had huge grow
houses spring up near there homes. Bright grow lights and the noise from generators at night are making some
people's life miserable. Longterm residents are leaving because of this.
The "trimigrants" that flock here in the fall congregate at the community center hoping for work and cause a
sanitation problem. Port-a Potties were provided for them at community expense but that didn't completely
solve the problem.
Semis towing two 30 foot trailers laden with growing materials are now a common sight on the Mattole
Road. The increased damage to our roads is evident. These trucks also come around blind curves taking up both
lanes. The length and weight of vehicles on our rural roads need to be regulated.
People have been growing marijuana illegally in Humboldt for two generations with impunity. Some are not
going to see the need to get permits, pay fees, and follow regulations.
We need laws that keep the welfare of the entire community in mind, and we need serious enforcement of the
law.
Thanks for your consideration,
Rob Wiele, Petrolia
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

robie tenorio [robieinthegarden@gmail.com]
Tuesday, May 9, 2017 4:45 PM
Lazar, Steve
Comments on the NOP for Humboldt County EIR
To.docx

Dear Steve Lazar,
I have attached my comments on the NOP.
Thank you,
Robie Tenorio
Ettersburg
707‐986‐7429
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May 9, 2017
To: Steve Lazar
From: Robie Tenorio
RE: Input regarding Scoping Meeting for Cannabis Environmental Impact Report
Despite the best intentions of the Humboldt County Planning & Building
Department and the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors in passing the
Humboldt County Code regulating cannabis activities on the ground impacts
have been devastating in many of the categories covered in the Notice of
Preparation.
Aesthetics – Since the ordinance’s passage the amount of plastic hoop
greenhouses, solid metal or solid plastic fencing and other ugly and generally
blight producing infrastructure has doubled or even tripled.
Agriculture and Forestry Resources – In Southern Humboldt since the
passage of the ordinance the clear cutting of forest & use of timberland for grows
has increased. By passing the ordinance without having sufficient enforcement in
place to prevent this it has created a doubling or tripling of grows.
To have people receive tax benefits under the Williamson Act does not appear to
safeguard the need to preserve agricultural land for food production because of
the high price paid for cannabis versus veggies or meat.
Air Quality – The increase traffic of large trucks constantly being driven on small
dirt roads has greatly increased the amount of fugitive dust.
How will you be able to measure the increase in pollution & degradation of air
quality from the running of gas or diesel powered generators that are used for
growing “mixed light”?
It is absolutely a mistake to allow and encourage any use of fossil fuels to grow a
plant that could be grown without artificial light. The clear and present danger of
Climate Change is not being addressed. When communities around the world
are struggling to find ways to lessen their dependence on Fossil Fuels Humboldt
County is encouraging an unnecessary contribution to Global Climate Disruption.
Biological Resources - I agree with every concern mentioned in this section.
There is direct loss of vegetation and wildlife habitats due to the grading and
vegetation removal for new cultivation & expansion of existing grows.
There has been an increase in road construction, and an increase use of existing
roads which all creates sediment, which will find its way into streams.
The continued use of rivers, creeks, springs and seeps for these expansions will
have a significant impact on wildlife both terrestrial and aquatic as watercourses
dry up from diversion for cannabis growing.
Noise pollution from generators, fencing and light emitted from “mixed light”
cultivation all has a negative impact on wildlife and human neighbors. Again

because of the lack of enforcement there has been an increase of generator
noise. Also it is a negative impact on the quality of life for residents of this
previously quiet and peaceful rural area.

Cultural Resources and Tribal Cultural Resources –
How will you survey the areas for Tribal Cultural Resource concerns?
How will the County enforce any regulations concerning Tribal Cultural
Resources?
The Hazards & Hazardous Material category should include the use of gas or
diesel generators for indoor or “mixed light” grows. Where there is fuel used there
will be spills – that will contaminate land and water ways.
The very serious impact of fires resulting from generator use for indoor or mixed
light could be devastating for our area. In the unincorporated areas of the county
we are dependent on our local volunteer fire departments, who have already had
to respond to fires from generator grows. We have been lucky so far. But the
potential for catastrophic wildfire is present and will put all of our communities at
risk of losing their homes and possibly their lives. To continue to ask our
volunteers to put their lives at risk for an indoor or mixed light cannabis grow is
criminal.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Geology and Soils How will you be able to adequately assess the impacts on water and soil?
How will you be able to monitor the on the ground and in the waterway
impacts of all these grows? Especially the ones not applying for permits but
feeling that they can double and triple their grows because of a lack of
enforcement.
Public Services
This may be the area to address impacts on roads. The roads in Southern
Humboldt were built in a time of considerably less traffic. In the last 5 years traffic
of large trucks, large trucks with trailers, 5, 10 & 20-ton delivery trucks and water
trucks has greatly increased. Since the passing of the ordinance it has become a
constant stream on all our roads.
Between the issues of 50 year old failing culverts (which is to be expected), very
wet winters and the constant high impact of industrial level cannabis growing our
county roads have been devastated. This also includes the same impacts on
private sub division roads and has created problems for Road Associations who
are not able to collect fees from those causing the damage.
In the Public Service category you do bring up the potential for increased risk of
fire. This needs to be addressed – generators running in High Fire Hazard areas
to grow cannabis indoors or mixed light puts all of us – but especially our
volunteer fire fighters in serious danger.

Cumulative Impacts –
Because there is such a broad range of impacts from the air pollution to the
disintegration of the roads it will be difficult if not impossible to fully asses the
cumulative impacts.
But there is no doubt that industrial cannabis agriculture in remote rural areas of
Humboldt County will have negative cumulative impacts on the air, the land, the
waterways, the wildlife and the human population.
One area not mentioned is the use of plastic.
Californians have voted to eliminate single use plastic bags at the grocery stores
yet the current cannabis farming practice for most growers uses an incredible
amount of plastic. Plastic bags for fertilizer, plastic for greenhouses, plastic for
the light dep grows. If you go to any of our local dumps you will see enormous
piles of plastic. Much of it single use. This will have a long-term negative impact
on the environment.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Watson [swatsonphoto@gmail.com]
Wednesday, May 10, 2017 2:58 PM
Lazar, Steve
Re: NOP for EIR Marijuana

Here you go and thank you Steve:
While I understand and begrudgingly accept that "legalized" recreational and
commercial sales of marijuana has come to California and Humboldt County,
responsible, equally represented governance would require that those involved in
the cannabis industry be consistently held to reasonable, equitable and and clearly
defined standards. They should be expected and required to be responsible
stewards of OUR land and good neighbors - attentive to the 4 "S's" of concern
(mitigation of sight, smell, sound and safety issues). In the rush to legalize and
allow large, commercial-scale cannabis operations, these issues were not
sufficiently addressed by the previous ordinance passed by our Board of
Supervisors. We need a robust, effective and timely system to hold negligent and
indifferent cannabis growers accountable. Those injured and negatively impacted
by this exploding industry need a way for their voices and concerns to be heard
and valid complaints quickly addressed. Much of this requires fixing the flawed
ordinance which the NOP for EIR may be an opportunity to do.
We have to ask ourselves what vision of Humboldt do we want to create for our
children - what kind of future ?
Do we want to attract residents who move to Humboldt to build and better our
community for the long-term or those only rushing here to make a quick buck
during the Green Rush? Humboldt is one of the most beautiful places on earth--or
was. I was born and raised here. I brought my wife and family back "home" 12
years ago. But Humboldt today is not the one I cherished and remember.
My wife frequently comments about how incredibly beautiful our county is as we
drive along Humboldt's scenic highways--even everyday places like Highway 101
near Loleta are notably beautiful. Will she and other visitors still feel that way as
ugly white marijuana hoop houses proliferate along our roads and highways?
I'm asking for the BOS to represent ALL of their community and not just
seemingly at times the exploding cannabis industry.
We should expect cannabis entrepreneurs to be responsible stewards of the land
and good neighbors at a minimum. That's means being attentive to the safety,
sights, sounds and smells of potentially impacted residences and businesses
nearby.
The setbacks for cannabis cultivations and processing operations need to be increased for any permits issued
adjacent to residential neighborhoods and homes even in agricultural zones (such as those just outside Fortuna).
Strict smell, sight, sound and safety regulations need to be created and enforced. Those leaving near a cannabis
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operation should not have to have their happiness, well-being, property values and use of their homes negatively
impacted by the noxious, persistent odor of growing marijuana. The landscape of our community is changing
with increased housing density in many of these areas. It's not appropriate or fair to rubber stamp-approve a
cannabis permit just because the property is located within in certain zones and and parcel sizes (such as Ag
General over 5 acres). There needs to be consideration and due process for homes and families negatively
impacted in such areas due to their close proximity to marijuana grows.
For instance, we are only 2-3 football fields away from an approved 10000 square foot mixed light cannabis
operation that includes a separate processing building. Apparently an additional 10000 sq permit may have
been applied for on an adjacent parcel. We could have 20000 sq of highly stinky marijuana grows operating in
close proximity to the dream home however recently bought to raise our large family.
How is that right and fair? How is this profiteer being required to be a good neighbor? My family cannot
tolerate the smell of weed in any form. We are essentially being denied the right and opportunity to enjoy the
beauty and peaceful use of our own home, which was built long before the cannabis operation existed. My
family cannot tolerate the smell of weed in any form. No open windows during the hot summer months. No
backyard barbecues without the regular stench of marijuana permeating the air both in and outside our home.
Please require that these issues be addressed before any new permits are issued, and existing operations be
required to address smell and other related issues negatively impacting residences in their vicinity.
Responsible stewards of the land and good neighbors...these are reasonable expectations and requirements that
the current ordinance does not adequately address. Humboldt has plenty of land to support this industry. Please
safeguard the homes and happiness of those many families who are being harmed and negatively impacted by
the large scale grows that are being permitted with little to know due process and appeal rights for potentially
impacted neighbors.
Odor control needs to be addressed for all grows, new and existing, and set backs from adjoining residences and
parcel lines need to be increased and/or permitted cultivation space reduced in those cases when neighbors
would be negatively impacted. Please fairly and responsibly represent all of Humboldt, including the many
individuals and families who are not enamored by cannabis, by fixing these issues.
Sincerely,
S.Watson
PO Box 308 Fortuna, CA. 95540

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Nolan [snolan@humboldt1.com]
Sunday, April 9, 2017 6:21 PM
Lazar, Steve
Amendments to County Code Regulating Cannabis Activities

Dear Mr. Salazar,
It's very good to hear that County Planning and Building Department is preparing an
Environmental Impact Report on accepting more cannabis cultivation permit applications and
clarifying regulations.
The Notice lays out a thorough list of issues to be covered. I look forward to scoping. This
is certainly needed. My only concern is for adequate funding to follow through on permit
processing.
Thank you,
Susan Nolan.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thomas Mulder [hrh707@outlook.com]
Friday, May 12, 2017 12:27 PM
Lazar, Steve
EIR

I can't make the meeting today at 2. It is challenging for farmers in the southern humboldt area to make a
meeting in the middle of the day in Eureka. I am hopeful that there will be another meeting in the southern part
of the county.
Some of my concerns are if this an "agricultural product" why are TPZ parcels that meet the same road and
sloping requirements not allowed any new square footage. If TPZ can be converted under a 3 acre conversion
for any other agricultural use why not for cannabis. Some TPZ parcels could easily be converted to RA if the
county would prefer that zoning change . I feel parcels out of heavily populated areas with proper roads should
be allowed to expand instead of moving grows to lower lying areas close to cities or heavily populated areas .
Also the higher elevation areas are preferred by many farmers for better quality. (Think of different grapes that
have to be grown at different elevarious for best flavor)
I believe as permits are issued there is also a follow up that these businesses are filling proper forms with the
state like sales tax and such . I have many more concerns and I know this process is challenging for all. Thank
yoy
Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE smartphone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tims outlook desktop [scipilot@suddenlink.net]
Monday, April 17, 2017 9:15 AM
Lazar, Steve
Ford, John; Fennell, Estelle; Bohn, Rex; Wilson, Mike; Bass, Virginia; Sundberg, Ryan;
mwheetley@ci.fortuna.ca.us; ljensen@ci.fortuna.ca.us
NOP Comments

Humboldt County Planning & Building Department
3015 H Street
Eureka, CA 95501
ATTN: Steven Lazar

4-16-17

Steve: Some of these suggestions are rewrites from other ordinances and have been adopted as practical.
Ref: NOP REVIEW
The following suggestions are for the Notice of Preparation to the Environmental Impact Report scheduled to be
implemented in 2017. The goal of these comments are to maintain or improve the character, appearance, and
livability of established neighborhoods to include our surrounding environment. I'm asking that we protect this
environment from incompatible uses, excessive noise, traffic, dust, light spillage, glare, odor, and similar
significant nuisances that may be caused by cannabis cultivation.
By considering these recommendations we can ensure our environment is adequately protected both inside and
outside any Sphere of Influence (SOI) within Humboldt County.

* Residential setback
On eligible parcels regardless of size, any commercial marijuana cultivation area must be setback at least a
minimum of three hundred (300) feet from existing residences on adjoining parcels. This will provide a
reasonable buffer zone to help eliminate nuisances.
* Property Line Setback
Any cannabis cultivation area must be setback a minimum of at least one hundred (100) feet from the property
line.
* Prime Ag Land
As you had mentioned in your NOP; Expand the areas where new cultivation or expansion of existing
cultivation sites will be permitted to locations with or without prime agricultural soils that are planned and
zoned for agricultural use.
This would be extremely helpful where cultivators have prime soils close to adjacent neighbors but also have
the opportunity to relocate. Gaining access to some of these prime ag locations may cause significant
environmental harm.
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* Odor
1. A greenhouse utilizing a mixed-light operation used for marijuana production or a building used for
marijuana processing shall be equipped with an activated carbon filtration system for odor control to ensure that
air leaving the building through an exhaust vent first passes through an activated carbon filter.
2. The filtration system shall consist of one or more fans and activated carbon filters. At a minimum, the fan(s)
shall be sized for cubic feet per minute (CFM) equivalent to the volume of the building (length multiplied by
width multiplied by height) divided by three. The filter(s) shall be rated for the applicable CFM.
3. The filtration system shall be maintained in working order and shall be in use. The filters shall be changed a
minimum of once every 365 days.
4. Negative air pressure shall be maintained inside the building.
5. Doors and windows shall remain closed, except for the minimum length of time needed to allow people to
ingress or egress the building.
6. The filtration system shall be designed by a mechanical engineer licensed in the State of California. The
engineer shall stamp the design and certify that it complies with the amended Commercial Medical Marijuana
Land Use Ordinance.
7. An alternative odor control system is permitted if the applicant submits a report by a mechanical engineer
licensed in the State of California demonstrating that the alternative system will control odor as well or better
than the activated carbon filtration system otherwise required.
* Noise
The applicant shall submit a noise study by an acoustic engineer licensed in the State of California. The study
shall demonstrate that all mechanical equipment used for heating, ventilating, air conditioning, or odor control
will not produce sound that, when measured at any lot line of the subject property, exceeds 50 dB(A). Any type
of disruptive mechanical noise should not be audible at adjacent residences. The use of generators within a SOI
should be restricted.
* Hydrology and Water Quality
Many groundwater wells rely on a hydrologic connection between one another and to the rivers and streams of
the valleys. By allowing irrigation wells in any area cultivating close to residential wells and surface water has
the "potential for interference with each another". It is important to realize when high impact activities occur,
such as marijuana cultivation off a groundwater well near residential wells or a stream, we are in "uncharted
waters" so to speak. We must look for ways to protect our environment and become aware of the gift we often
take for granted.
* Security Cameras
If used, security cameras shall be directed to record only the subject property and may be directed to public
rights-of-way as applicable. Cameras are not to be directed toward neighborhood residences or properties.
* Security Lights
If used, security lights shall not be directed toward any adjacent residences or in any manner disrupt any
environmentally sensitive habitat areas.

* Aesthetics and Property Values
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There should be a stronger emphases on aesthetics and the effect that cultivation has on adjacent property
values.
Inside of all Spheres Of Influence earth tone fencing should be a requirement.
Chain link fencing shall be vinyl coated in earth tone colors to be compatible with the lot upon which it is to be
built, in terms of topography, soil and existing vegetation. All chain link accessories, posts, gates and other
fencing materials must be color coordinated in earth tones to match the vinyl coating.
The planting of a privacy vegetation screen is also highly recommended.
* Neighbor Notification
Any commercial marijuana cultivation, both inside and outside a SOI, should provide adjacent neighbors of the
intent to grow as part of the application process. This will give that neighbor a chance to voice any type of
concerns including right-of-way, safety, nuisance, or environmental obstacles.

Considering these proposed amendments is extremely important to the public safety, quality of life, property
values of our citizens and the environment we all live in.
Tim Meade
400 Nob Hill
Fortuna, CA 95540
707-725-2011
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